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Introduction
Welcome to our peer review position statement. The council is at an exciting time in its
history; as well as facing the spectre of self-sufficiency via the new approach to financing
local government, we are also beginning to look firmly to the future rather than resolving
legacies of the past. The council updated its corporate plan at the beginning of 2016 to
concentrate on four priorities: Economy, Homes, Community and Environment. Coinciding
with the appointment of a new Chief Executive, this has provided the opportunity to make a
‘clean break’ with the past and reset our efforts focusing on the demands and pressures of
today and the challenges and opportunities of tomorrow.
Having weathered the post-recession storm predominantly through efficiency and
downsizing measures, we now see transformation and new opportunities in service
provisioning and commercial activity as the methods to deliver a strong, confident future for
Mid Devon. Allied to an increase in partnership working, recognising our spatial and
economic co-dependency across administrative borders, we are taking steps to deliver
service at different scales of collaboration as well as planning our future in a more strategic
way with our partner authorities in the Greater Exeter area.
The council’s achievement in delivering operational efficiency over the past few years has
meant the structural urgency around transformative change has been less pressing. This
could be described as having pursued a systems-based change (lean/process re-engineering)
as opposed to a methodological or culture-based one addressing agility, digital optimisation
and a reimagining of what the council is capable of.
We have made an excellent start to our next chapter; in the last year we revised our
corporate plan and have amended our committee structure and performance framework to
reflect this. We agreed a deal to share office space with DWP and accommodated this
through to ‘go live’ in less than 7 months. We have initiated a joint building control
partnership, sharing assets and resources with North Devon. We have agreed to produce a
joint local plan, and are creating a joint ‘growth and development board’ with our partners
in the Greater Exeter area. We are creating our own property company (for market
sale/rent development) in order to simultaneously address market failure and deliver
commercial return. We have adopted a new joint economic growth and prosperity strategy
across the Greater Exeter area and are co-commissioning business advice and channelling
inward investment liaison in partnership. We have brought forward significant land
allocations to facilitate our ambition at a prominent development site east of J27. And we
are continuing to explore devolution and productivity proposals as part of the Heart of the
South West Local Enterprise geography (17 local councils).
This ambition is driven by a refreshed corporate plan, strong determined leadership and the
recognition and embodiment of the values being driven throughout the organisation:
performance, pride, people, and partnership. We welcome this peer review and look
forward to its constructive input helping to shape our successful future.

Cllr Clive Eginton
Leader of the Council

Stephen Walford
Chief Executive & Director of Growth
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Peer Review Context
The main purpose of the peer challenge will be to help provide a corporate overview; an
external check and reassurance that what the council is doing, and planning to do, looks
relevant and realistic. The council welcomes a robust external challenge by ‘critical friends’
and wants the peer challenge to give it further confidence by validating the approach being
taken. It will also help to test, stretch and further evolve the council’s thinking for the
future.
The principal focus for the peer challenge will be for the team to consider:
1.
The understanding of the local place and priority setting: does the council
understand its local context and place and use that to inform a clear vision and set of
priorities? This should also include:
•
The understanding of service delivery and what the council’s future role
might be in direct delivery and other enabling/commissioning models
•
The opportunities for enhanced sub-regional partnership working to support
the delivery of council objectives
2.

Leadership of ‘place’: does the council provide effective leadership of place through
its elected members, officers and constructive relationships and partnerships with
external stakeholders? This should also include:
•
The consideration of arrangements to liaise with businesses to support their
growth and to encourage inward investment

3.

Financial planning and viability: does the council have a financial plan in place to
ensure long term viability and is there evidence that it is being implemented
successfully? This should also include:
•
A review of the aim that leisure provision becomes self-financing
•
The opportunities for new models of partnership working and new
approaches to commercialisation. This could range from shared services to
establishing special purpose vehicles (SPVs)
•
A review of the longer-term arrangements for financial planning to ensure
financial sustainability with the ending of revenue support grant,
opportunities for service efficiencies and liaison with residents and
businesses on future funding and service delivery

4.

Organisational leadership and governance: is there effective political and managerial
leadership supported by good governance and decision-making arrangements that
respond to key challenges and enable change and transformation to be
implemented? This should also include:
•
A review of organisational culture and its suitability for adapting to new ways
of working

5.

Capacity to deliver: is organisational capacity aligned with priorities and does the
council influence, enable and leverage external capacity to focus on agreed
outcomes? This should also include:
•
The opportunities for leveraging additional resources to enable delivery of
council priorities
•
A review of digital transformation and the opportunities this may offer within
a refreshed business transformation agenda.
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Welcome to Mid Devon
Mid Devon is a rural district located on Devon’s eastern border with Somerset, straddling
the main transport links into the county. Covering an area of 913 km2, it lies between
Exmoor NP to the north and Dartmoor NP to the south and stretches into the Blackdown
Hills AONB to the east. Of the 201 district councils in England it is 24 th largest by area, and
the 33rd smallest by population.

It currently has a population of around 79,500
(2015) with a concentration to the east of the
district in the two main market towns of Tiverton
(pop. 22,000) and Cullompton (pop. 8,700). The
north and the west of the district are
predominantly rural, with the district’s third
market town, Crediton (pop. 6,900) to the north
west of Exeter. Over half the population live
rurally in the villages and small settlements
characteristic of the area.

Economically, the district is heavily influenced by the urban economies of Exeter to the
south, and to a lesser degree by Taunton to the north-east. Mid Devon has good transport
links, with the M5, North Devon link road and main-line railway running through the District,
connecting Devon and the South West with the rest of the UK. It is also close to the regional
airports of Exeter and Bristol.
The majority of Mid Devon district lies
within the Exeter ‘Travel to Work Area’.
According to the 2011 census, 37% of the
workforce commutes out of the district for
work, with nearly half of these travelling to
Exeter (17%). Although there is also a flow
of workers from other districts into Mid
Devon, there is a net outflow of 8,202. The
difference between residence- and
workplace- based average earnings
indicates that workers tend to be
commuting to more highly paid jobs. In
total, 75% of workers in Mid Devon also
live in Mid Devon while only 57% of
working residents of Mid Devon work in
Mid Devon.
Data source: ONS
population estimates 2015
Total Resident Population
Resident Population of
Working Age (16-64)

Mid Devon
Number

Mid Devon
%

South West
%

Great Britain
%

79,500
46,900

59.0%

61.1%

63.3%
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Mid Devon has seen an 11% increase in population in the last ten years and is set to
increase by a further 18% to 93,500 by the year 2033. Large housing developments are
planned for Cullompton and Tiverton. Mid Devon has a lower proportion of its population of
working age than the national average, mainly due to an increasingly aging population.
However, a significant proportion of young people move out of the area for education or
work. The Black and Minority Ethnic population makes up about 2-5% of the population
with a large number of migrant workers, mostly from Eastern Europe.

Employment
Mid Devon has a high employment rate and low unemployment. Of the 46,9001 residents
aged between 16-64, 85% are economically active. This is significantly higher than the South
West and the UK rates, and is at a level at which the district has effectively full employment.
However, this figure includes a high proportion of part-time and self-employed workers, and
there may be a level of underemployment.
Data Source; ONS annual
population survey Oct 2015 – Sept
2016

Mid Devon
Numbers

Mid Devon %

South West
%

Great Britain
%

Economically Active
In employment
Employees
Self-Employment
Unemployed (Model-based)

42,000
40,700
28,500
12,200
1,300

85.1
82.4
60.7
21.7
3.0

80.8
77.3
65.0
11.9
4.1

77.8
73.9
63.1
10.4
4.9

The unemployment rate is very low at 3.0%. The December JSA claimant rate was only
0.9%2, which is just half of the UK rate of 1.8%.

1
2

ONS population estimates 2015
ONS December 2016
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Self-Employment
Mid Devon has an extremely high level of self-employment. At 21.7% it is double the
national average and higher than most of our nearest neighbours. This may be a result of
the low level of employee jobs in the district, but also reflects the relative strength of
farming, as the majority of agricultural workers are self-employed. Construction is also a
strong sector in Mid Devon, which also has high levels of self-employed workers.
Job Density
There are an estimated 36,000 employment jobs in the District in 20153. This represents a
job density of 0.77 (i.e. 77 jobs for 100 resident population aged 16-64). This level is typical
of an area adjacent to an economic hub, such as Exeter, which has a density of 1.2 (meaning
there are more jobs than working age people). Within the functioning economic geography
of Exeter and the Heart of Devon, East Devon and Teignbridge all have similar job densities
to Mid Devon, with 0.88 and 0.74 respectively.
Employment
Employment within the District is predominately in low waged, low skilled jobs, with sectors
such as wholesale and retail (21%), health and social work (10.5%) and education (9.5%)
predominating. However, the district has a relatively large manufacturing sector, making up
16.8% of employment, focusing on textile, food and paper manufacture. Mid Devon has a
number of larger manufacturers such as Heathcoat Fabrics, Hepco, Devon Valley Papermill,
Graphic PLC, Ernest Jackson making high-spec. globally-recognised products. There is also a
concentration of distribution and logistics along the M5 corridor, and a growing
professional, scientific and technical services sector, including a number of green
engineering businesses.

3

Employee jobs by Industrial Sector

Count

G. Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and
motorcycles
C. Manufacturing
Q. Human health and social work activities
P. Education
F. Construction
M. Professional, scientific and technical activities
H. Transportation and storage
I. Accommodation and food service activities
N. Administrative and support service activities
R. Arts, entertainment and recreation
O. Public administration and defence; compulsory social
security
S. Other service activities
J. Information and communication
L. Real estate activities
A. Agriculture, forestry and fishing

5,000

Industry
percentage
21.0%

4,000
2,500
2,250
1,500
1,500
1,250
1,250
1,250
800
600

16.8%
10.5%
9.5%
6.3%
6.3%
5.3%
5.3%
5.3%
3.4%
2.5%

350
300
250
200

1.5%
1.3%
1.1%
0.8%

Source: Nomis: Job density 2015
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E. Water supply; sewerage, waste management and
remediation activities
K. Financial and insurance activities
B. Mining and quarrying
D. Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply

175

0.7%

150
40
25

0.6%
0.2%
0.1%

24,000
Agriculture remains a significant influence on the economy, particularly in rural areas.
Approximately 8% of the workforce is directly involved in agriculture, and 18.5% of Mid
Devon businesses are dependent on agriculture, either as primary producers, processors,
manufacturers or retailers. Food processing is a major element of the manufacturing sector.
Agricultural Labour Force on commercial holdings in Mid
Devon 2013
Farmers, partners, directors and spouses, full
time
Farmers, partners, directors and spouses, part time
Regular Workers, full time
Regular Workers, part time
Casual Workers
Total Labour Force

%
1,270

38.2%

1,113
370
314
203

33.5%
11.1%
9.4%
6.1%

3,327

Source: DeFRA June Farm Survey 2013
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/structure-ofthe-agricultural-industry-in-england-and-the-uk-at-june

Wages
Median Annual Gross Pay (for
full time workers)
By workplace
By place of residence

Mid Devon

South West

UK

£22,984
£25,969

£26,260
£26,686

£28,090
£28,132

Source: ONS annual survey of hours and earnings 2016

As mentioned above, many of the jobs in Mid Devon are low waged and low skilled. Average
earnings in Mid Devon are 18% lower than the national average. However, earnings by place
of residence are considerably higher than the average by workplace. This seems to suggest
that those who commute out of the District are working in better paid, (probably) more
highly skilled jobs.

Training & Skills
Data Source;
ONS annual population survey
Jan 2015 – Dec 2015

NVQ level 4 and above
NVQ level 3 and above
NVQ level 2 and above
NVQ level 1 and above

Mid Devon
Numbers

Mid Devon %

South West %

Great Britain
%

18,600
34,500
41,500
45,400

38.9 %
72.1%
86.7%
94.9%

37.3%
58.5%
77.6%
89.7%

37.1%
55.8%
73.6%
84.9%
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While the percentage of Mid Devon workforce holding a degree or higher qualification (NVQ
4+) (38.9%) is above the national average (37.1%), it is well below our near neighbours.
Data Source; ONS annual
population survey Jan
2016 – Dec 2016

Mid
Devon

East
Devon

Teignbridge

Exeter

West
Devon

Taunton
Deane

NVQ level 4 and above

39%

48%

36%

42%

52%

44%

Mid Devon schools perform well against national figures. The proportion of students gaining
five or more GCSEs at A* to C grades, including English and Maths, is higher than the
national average. However, by the age of eighteen, the proportion of those achieving Level
3 qualifications falls slightly below the England average. This translates into surprisingly low
levels of students progressing to higher education. In 2013/14, only 44% of students from
state-funded schools and colleges in Devon went to a UK higher education institution
compared to the England average of 58%.

Businesses
There are currently 4,410 businesses in Mid Devon4, of which 92.2% are micro businesses
with less than 10 employees. One of the contributing factors is the high rate of selfemployment at 21.7% compared to 10.4% nationally.
Source: Nomis: UK Business
Counts (Enterprises) 2016

Mid
Devon %

Total
Micro (0 to 9)
Small (10 to 49)
Medium-sized (50 to 249)
Large (250+)

4,410
4,070
295
40
5

92.2%
6.7%
1.0%
0.1%

South
West
%
89.0%
9.2%
1.5%
0.3%

This is borne out by the small number of businesses with a turnover greater than £500k.
Businesses by size of turnover (£000s)
Source: UK Business:
Mid Devon
Mid Devon
Activity, Size & Location
Number
%
2014

£0-49 k
£50-99 k
£100-249 k
£250-499 k
£500-999 k
£1000-4999 k
£5000+ k
Total

4

1,120
925
1,185
475
265
205
35
4,210

26.6%
22.0%
28.1%
11.3%
6.3%
4.9%
0.8%

UK Business Counts (Enterprises) 2016
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EHOD
%

South West
%

England
%

22.4%
21.7%
20.9%
11.9%
7.3%
6.2%
1.5%

20.5%
23.5%
29.0%
12.1%
7.0%
6.2%
1.6%

17.9%
24.0%
29.6%
11.8%
7.3%
7.1%
2.3%

Business start-ups
Source: ONS Business
Demography 2015

Total Count of
Businesses

Business birth
count 2015

Business
birth rate

Mid Devon
South West
UK

3,260
222,015
2,672,025

320
26,155
383,075

9.8%
11.8%
14.3%

Business
death count
2015
250
19,415
252,040

3 yr survival
rate
64.2%
61.8%
59.4%

Although Mid Devon has a high 3-year business survival rate, the business birth rate is
relatively low compared to national and regional averages. This may be in part due to the
low levels of unemployment; in areas of high unemployment, there is more incentive to
start your own business, but business start-ups created out of a necessity rather than
natural entrepreneurship have a higher attrition rate.

Productivity (GVA)
Even acknowledging the now well-known ‘productivity gap’ between the UK and its nearest
rivals amongst the G7 countries, productivity in the South West, as measured by GVA, is
considerably lower than the UK average. GVA (Gross Value Added) measures the value of
economic output and more specifically it measures the contribution to the economy of each
individual producer, industry or sector. Aggregated, it can be used as an indication of
prosperity, living standards and the prospects for economic growth. (NB the smallest
geographical area for which GVA figures are reliably available is at Devon County Council
level.)

GVA per head
Labour productivity
(per hour)

Devon CC
£17,942
£24.4

HotSW
£17,623
£25.2

South West
£21,163
£27.6

UK
£23,755
£30.1

As with much of the region, low productivity is a problem for the district. The current
sectoral mix in Mid Devon has a large proportion of traditionally low productivity sectors,
such as retail, agriculture, accommodation and food, logistics, health and social care, but
even within sectors, south west businesses are less productive than their national
counterparts. There are a number of factors that may contribute to this:









Lack of competition locally, or with other businesses nationally, because of the
effects of peripherality
Skills shortages in higher skilled areas of employment
Lower than average proportion of pupils progressing to higher education
Lower levels of investment in innovation, research and development
Low business start-up rates
Low levels of exporting
Peripherality – it costs more to move products to market
Infrastructure problems, such as poor broadband particularly in rural areas.

The Heart of the South West LEP is producing a productivity plan which will set out how we
can work together to address this challenge.
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Our Corporate Plan
Adopted in January 20165, the council’s corporate plan focuses on our priorities of:
 Economy
 Homes
 Community
 Environment
The intention has been to concentrate on outcomes, rather than seeking to attribute all
council activity to a particular ‘priority’. As such, each priority area has a number of aims
and projects associated with it in order to be clear about where our effort (and resource) is
going to be deployed. This is increasingly important in terms of general public transparency
and within our policy development groups in order to highlight our aims as a robust method
of prioritisation in the face of understandable calls for resource utilisation to address issues
of concern.

Economy
92.2% of the businesses in Mid Devon are micros (0-9 employees). 6.7% are small (10-49
employees), with only 1% and 0.1% being medium or large respectively (50-249 or 250+
employees). Our challenges are around facilitating an environment for increased
productivity in these businesses and encouraging them to grow wherever possible. We have
also recognised that business activity and spheres of influence spread across borders; most
notably through the concept of functional economic areas (shown below) and this has
precipitated council collaboration on a shared strategy for economic growth and prosperity,
adopted in Nov 20166.
This strategy sets out how the four authorities (Mid Devon, East Devon, Exeter and
Teignbridge) are working together on common objectives and demonstrates how there is a
good level of trust within the partnership as each local authority leads on a different
objective, with Mid Devon leading on business transformation. This is about improving the
way we support the business community and ensuring that the local authorities take a more
commercial approach to how we deliver business-related services. These workstreams
include:
 The pooling of business support resources to enable economies of scale and greater
access to match funding
 The procurement of a joint business support service, which offers advice ranging
from business planning support for potential entrepreneurs, to growth advice for
young companies
 Development of a successful local authority led Growth Hub bid in partnership with
Devon County Council
 Taking a leading role on the ‘Better Business for All’ group, which focuses on the
commercialisation of regulatory services and connecting regulatory services with
other business support activities
 Working directly with other service areas within our local authority to help them to
become more commercially minded.

5
6

https://www.middevon.gov.uk/media/206666/corporate-plan-2016-2020.pdf
https://democracy.middevon.gov.uk/documents/s7032/S0031_EHOD%20shared%20strategy_lowres.pdf
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MDDC is also the lead district on the Business group for the development of the productivity
plan, reflecting a synergy between the work we are doing locally and the wider influence we
have on business support priorities.

Other areas being progressed as part of the economy objective include the production of a
town centre masterplan for Tiverton which is currently at the initial stages of stakeholder
consultation with workshops being held in February 2016. This masterplan is needed to
define the town’s future in planning terms but also to channel occupiers to achieve this plan
and to guide the council’s own investment. The council purchased one of the small shopping
centres in Tiverton as an asset a couple of years ago and there is scope for the council to
play a significant role in the realisation of the town’s future potential.
Other notable achievements in the last year related to our economic vibrancy include the
winning of ‘Best Food Event of the Year’ at the Devon Life Food and Drink Awards 7 for the
council’s ‘Electric Nights Streetfood’ events - a programme of eight themed evenings at the
pannier market in Tiverton, and our national ‘Best Customer Satisfaction’ award for the
council’s Local Land Charges team8 – in recognition of our outstanding service to property
enquiries and related transactions; an important driver of economic activity.
Of course, economic growth and jobs is aligned to our overarching growth ambitions as
described through our emerging local plan and our work to bring forward new enabling
infrastructure. One particular corporate plan project concerns a new railway station at
Cullompton. This project sees us working in partnership with Taunton Deane (who want to
7
8

https://www.middevonnewscentre.info/electric-nights-streetfood-wins-best-food-event-of-the-year/
https://www.middevonnewscentre.info/mid-devons-land-charges-service-wins-national-award/
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see the reopening of Wellington station further north on the same railway line) as well as
the two respective town councils, county councils and the LEP. The two towns and districts
have recently agreed to co-fund the initial tracktime availability study to determine the
viability of this project prior to the detailed engineering design stage and this is due to
report in May 2017.
In planning terms we are allocating sufficient and suitable commercial and employment
sites, indeed as the table below shows, last year we consented the largest amount of
employment floorspace for over 7 years. Ours jobs density ratio stands at around 0.77 per
employee, reflecting our relationship with surrounding urban areas, most notably Exeter.

Homes
Mid Devon is suffering accutely from the same situation seen nationally, whereby despite
granting increasing number of consents for housing, actual delivery rates are not keeping
up. In fact in Mid Devon we are seeing developers unwilling to build out their consents to
the point where it has tested our 5yr land supply at appeal and this was lost in the middle of
last year, despite planning permissions at a 15 year high.
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Given this failure of the market to deliver, the council’s land supply of housing now stands at
4.38 years9. To this end, we are buoyed by the recent Housing White Paper which infers
greater powers will be given to councils to intervene in areas of market failure such as ours.
However, we are also taking proactive steps as a council, not least through the preparation
of our Local Plan (known as the Local Plan Review), which is on course to be submitted on or
before 31st March 2017, in accordance with government timetables. We are also continuing
efforts to deliver allocated sites, especially the urban extensions at Tiverton and NW
Cullompton. Since September 2015 the council has had an officer dedicated to the Tiverton
Eastern Urban Extension project in order to progress delivery. A design guide was adopted
in May 2016 and work has been commissioned by the council to inform the further
masterplan required for Area B as a means to bring forward additional development
opportunitities for build-out.
The corporate plan also aims to deliver affordable homes, and in the last 4 years we have
delivered an additional 216 (21% of total), as shown in the table below.

The council is delivering a good mix of housing; the graph below showing the different
density mix in 2015/16, illustrating that there is a good balance between higher densities
with efficient utilisation of land, and more rural dispersed densities – reflecting the variation
between our market towns and more rural settings.

One of our major successes has been the recent ‘Garden village’ designation. The council
was successful in securing garden village status for its proposals that were submitted to
government in July 2016 for up to 5,000 dwellings on land to the east of Cullompton.10 The
Local Plan Review identifies this area as a suitable location for strategic growth and a
neighbourhood plan for Cullompton is being prepared by the community, which also
proposes housing in this area in order to support community infrastructure. Having secured
initial capacity resources to start on the early technical work, this is an exciting development
for Mid Devon that could realise much of the infrastructure ambition that is held locally –
which is not only constraining current housing and job growth, but impacting on quality of
9

https://www.middevon.gov.uk/media/206439/housing-land-availability-2016.pdf
https://www.middevonnewscentre.info/land-east-of-cullompton-successfully-gains-garden-village-status/
14
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life relating to issues such as traffic congestion and air quality along the high street in
Cullompton town.

In addition, in 2016 the council agreed to start work on the preparation of a joint plan for
the Greater Exeter Area – known as the Greater Exeter Strategic Plan. This has been agreed
in order to recognise that successfully planning for the future has to work across sensible
(and functional) geographies in terms of both jobs and housing. To that end, we intend to
crystalise our ambition within GESP as well as bring a cohesive narrative to the
interrelationship between a vibrant city core, successful market towns, and a functional
rural hinterland.

15

It should also be highlighted that the council sees significant advantage of working together
in this way, despite the very nature of joint planning meaning that the timetables don’t
necessarily suit everyone perfectly. In Mid Devon’s case, we are starting work on this next
plan before we’ve finally submitted our current one for examination. However, this is a
strong partnership and our future is brighter working together. One significant point of
note, is that the GESP partnership includes the county council working completely alongside
district planning officers as a combined partnership team, indeed the project executive
includes the Chief Executives or Deputies from each district council, plus DCC.
Finally, as a stock-retaining authority, the council is committed to high standards of
maintenance of our housing assets, and high standards of participatory liaison and
engagement with our tenants. To that end the council was recently shortlisted for our work
in Excellence in Tenant Engagement at the Tpas awards11.

Community
The council is proud of its leisure centre and associated product offering. It runs three
leisure centres and two swimming pools and has an ambitious target of achieving cost
neutrality within the MTFP period. In the last year this service has been restructured
internally to provide more leadership capacity, as well as completely overhauling and
upgrading the web presence to provide a much more commercial offer12.
Last month the council completed its investment in refreshed changing room facilities at our
swimming pools13, and has committed to a £700,000 extension to the gym and parking
facilities at Exe Valley to improve the product offer and increase membership levels 14. This
now has full planning consent, with construction due to take place during 2017.

The council hosts a jointly-funded public health officer who works across tiers to improve
public health outcomes, including addressing health inequalities across the district and
embedding health considerations into our policy approaches. Our Public Health Strategy and
Action Plan has a particular focus on local priorities which are mental health/community
resilience, cardio-vascular diseases and cancer, and the impacts of poor private-sector
housing and air pollution.
11

https://www.middevonnewscentre.info/mddc-housing-shortlisted-for-excellence-in-tenant-engagementaward/
12
http://middevonleisure.com/
13
https://www.middevonnewscentre.info/mid-devon-leisure-improves-your-swimming-experience/
14
https://www.middevonnewscentre.info/expansion-to-exe-valley-leisure-centre/
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In addition the council has been proactively seeking to devolve ownership of community
assets down to parish and town councils, where appropriate. This programme has started to
offer assets such as public toilets and smaller parks, and whilst the response from towns and
parishes has been variable, the council is now suffering from a backlog in our legal service as
local councils request the transfer of assets or leases. This is something we will continue to
explore moving forward, with early consideration being given to community car parks,
where appropriate.
On devolution at a national scale, the council continues to work as part of the Heart of the
South West partnership (17 councils, 1 LEP, 2 National Parks and 3 CCGs). Last year we
produced our ‘Prospectus for Prosperity’15 as a means to engage with central government.
However, while initial discussions seemed to suggest some appeitie, the change of Secretary
of State has resulted in a hardening on the requirement for an elected mayor (for which
there is no appetite), and despite numerous attempts at engagement by the partnership,
there seems to be no desire on the part of central government to enter any dialogue. As
such, the partnership is now turning its attention to the matters of most importance locally;
raising productivity.

A jointly agreed ‘Green Paper’ Driving Productivity in the Heart of the South West has been
launched for consultation16, with a timetable to finalise the productivity plan later this year:
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http://heartofswlep.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Heart-of-the-South-West-DevolutionProspectus.pdf
16
http://www.torbay.gov.uk/devolution
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This plan will set out how we will drive forward productivity and may become the evidence
base for future asks of government, as well as informing the approach that each of the
partners takes as we strive to address our productivity challenge.

Environment
It has been a busy time for the Waste and Recycling Service over the past year, with the
introduction of green recycling boxes, weekly food waste collections, chargeable garden
waste and, more recently, the relocation of the depot from Tiverton to Uffculme. Only a
year since the introduction of the new waste and recycling scheme, we are seeing a clear
reduction in waste sent to landfill, with recycling rates climbing to beyond 50% and rising to
55% for the first half of 2016/17. We are pleased that our recycling rates are increasing and
this follows visits from council officers to those households identified as not recycling 17.
Local MP, Neil Parish, opens our new depot at Hitchcock’s Business Park on 8th July 2016.
We have entered into a positive partnership
arrangement with the county council
whereby we share savings from generating
efficiencies across the collection/disposal
aspects of waste service delivery. By
entering into this partnership further cost
savings can be made in the method used by
DCC to dispose of the waste generated by
Mid Devon. A proposed transfer facility will
allow food and garden waste to be treated
separately, which will have a positive impact
on treatment costs and the reuse of organic
waste. It is hoped that there will be no need
to send waste to landfill in the long run.
Similarly to many councils, we have also rolled out a new garden waste collection service,
with over 8,500 residents taking advantage of this service. And a street cleansing review is
due to be completed in March 2017 with a view to delivering a more efficient service and
(likely) rationalising the provision of public litter bins and those provided for dog waste
across the district.
On the energy front, we continue to promote greater home efficiency through schemes like
CosyDevon18 and the Wessex Home Improvement Loan scheme19 and we are currently
exploring the potential for a group energy switching service to encourage residents to
secure better energy rates to address issues of fuel poverty.
Finally, we developed a significant heritage bid in partnership with local stakeholders to
renovate historic buildings in Cullompton which was submitted in late 2016. Unfortunately
the Heritage Lottery Fund has just announced that we were unsuccessful this time round
due to significant oversubscription; however we have been encouraged, and intend, to
resubmit this later this year as we seek to preserve the historic core of Cullompton (which is
likely to take on more prominence as our Garden Village proposals develop).
17

https://www.middevonnewscentre.info/educating-on-recycling-going-well/
http://www.cosydevon.com/
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http://www.wrcic.org.uk/loansDetail.php?Home-Improvement-Loan-1
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Growth
One of the biggest challenges for the council is planning for, allocating, enabling and then
ensuring, the delivery of growth across the district. As the table and graph on p13 illustrate,
the council is consenting substantial amounts of residential and commercial floorspace.
However our challenges have been in securing the build out of these at an appropriate rate
to match both our need and our ambition.

Mid Devon Local Plan Review
The Mid Devon Local Plan is a crucial document which underpins the delivery of all of the
corporate priorities identified in the corporate plan; Economy, Homes, Community and
Environment. The population of Mid Devon has grown at a faster rate over the past 20 years
than England, the South West or Devon, and this trend is expected to continue. The council
must now plan to meet the needs of a growing and changing population over the timescale
of the new Local Plan. The vision and spatial strategy which underlie the whole plan
essentially seeks to protect Mid Devon’s environment from the adverse effects of
development, whilst ensuring that the needs for housing, employment, recreation and
services are met.
The Local Plan Review will supersede our current policies and will be an up-to-date plan
based on the latest evidence and Government guidance. The council intends to submit the
Local Plan Review to the Planning Inspectorate in March 2017 with adoption of the new
Local Plan expected in January 2018. The chart below sets out the Local Plan Review
process.
We are currently at the fourth stage; consultation on pre-submission
modifications.

The focus of development within the Local Plan Review period up to 2033 is within and
adjoining the district’s towns, particularly Tiverton and Cullompton. The anticipated
allocations are shown in the table below:
Location

Total Residential (commitments and
allocations; dwellings)

Total Commercial (commitments and
allocations; square metres)

Tiverton
Cullompton
Crediton
Rural areas
Total

2,358
3,930
786
786
7,860

29,400
73,500
14,700
29,400
147,000
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Tiverton
The majority of Tiverton’s housing is to be provided through the Eastern Urban Extension.
Part of this site has an adopted masterplan and has planning permission for 330 dwellings.

Cullompton and Culm Valley Garden Village
Cullompton will develop
as a fast growing market
town and will become the
principle
focus
of
development for the
district in the medium to
long term with about 50%
of the district’s growth. Six
sites are proposed to be
allocated for housing in
Cullompton. Cullompton
has the largest proposed
strategic site allocation in
the plan which is to the
east of J28. This site was
suggested by the Town
Council and gained the
most support in public
consultation out of the
options for a strategic location for growth in Mid Devon. A strategic allocation to the northwest of Cullompton which was allocated in the previous Local Plan is also proposed to be
retained. Cullompton Town Council is preparing a neighbourhood plan which may contain
policies and site allocations additional to those in the Local Plan.
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In July 2016, Mid Devon District Council submitted an expression of interest to the
government for a locally-led garden village of up to 5,000 houses on land to the East of
Cullompton. Via a ministerial announcement on 2 January 2017, the government confirmed
the success of our expression of interest for a Culm garden village, one of only 14 to be
announced20.
Our expression of interest was supported by Cullompton Town
Council, Cullompton Neighbourhood Plan21 Steering Group and the Heart of the South West
Local Enterprise Partnership. This will provide an exciting opportunity to achieve high quality
development, help meet the government’s growth agenda and help provide badly needed
improvements in highway infrastructure.
Junction 27, M5
At its meeting of 22 September 2016 Mid Devon
District Council resolved to propose an allocation of
land at Junction 27 of the M5 for high quality tourism,
leisure, and retail with associated additional housing.
The proposed allocation makes provision for the
following elements:
 Travel Hub (7ha) – Motorway/roadside
services; electric car hub; hotel.
 Agronomy Visitor Centre (9ha) – exhibition
space and hall, gallery; research and education
space; regional visitor centre and hotel. The
agronomy centre will include up to 1,000
square metres of ancillary retail.
 Outdoor Adventure Zone (6ha) – Surf
lake/lagoon; beach; high ropes adventure area.
 Outlet Shopping Village (6ha) – Designer outlet
shopping centre retailing controlled goods
comprising discontinued/end-of-range lines,
seconds and surplus/sample stock. The Outlet
Shopping Village to include up to 14,000
square metres of controlled comparison goods
and up to 2,000 square metres of A3 uses.

The allocation of land at Junction 27 will provide a high quality tourist and leisure focused
development to meet needs identified within the tourism study and will include associated
outlet/discounted retail floorspace. Whilst this has the potential to be an exciting
development, with its prominent location being ideally suited to a ‘statement’ building or
architectural concept to signify the district’s ambitions, nonetheless it will be important to
ensure that this development can complement its surroundings, particularly any retail
offering. To that end, the council has signified that existing town centres will be safeguarded
through planning controls and these will be explored with the developer in detail as part of
any forthcoming planning application.

20
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https://www.gov.uk/government/news/first-ever-garden-villages-named-with-government-support
http://www.cullomptonneighbourhoodplan.co.uk/
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The Greater Exeter Strategic Plan
In summer 2016 the four local planning authorities of Mid Devon, East Devon, Teignbridge
and Exeter agreed in principle to embark on a joint spatial plan. The new document, with an
end date of 2040, will be called the Greater Exeter Strategic Plan.
A joint plan will provide a more effective joined up approach to achieve the best possible
outcomes for the provision of new homes, jobs, community facilities, open space, transport
and other infrastructure to meet needs now and going forward. Whilst planning for these,
we need to ensure we protect and enhance the exceptional environmental quality of the
area which makes this a special place to live, work and visit.
The purpose of preparing the Greater Exeter Strategic Plan is to:
 Have a joined-up vision and aspirations for the area
 Meet the area’s housing needs in the right locations
 Secure economic growth and increased prosperity
 Provide transport and infrastructure improvements needed to support sustainable
growth
 Conserve and enhance the environment of the area.
Councils are required to work together on strategic planning issues under the duty to cooperate that forms part of the National Planning Policy Framework, which must include
consideration by those councils of preparing joint plans. In the case of the “Greater Exeter”
area a joint plan covering strategy matters is considered to be a particularly appropriate way
of ensuring a collaborative and co-ordinated approach to the delivery of the development
needs of the Greater Exeter area. This functional geography reflects the travel to work area
and housing market area.
There are also considered to be potential cost saving benefits to the joint preparation of a
plan. Importantly there will still need to be local plans prepared to sit within the framework
of the Greater Exeter Strategic Plan to provide more detailed policies to inform
determination of planning decisions and to allocate small scale sites. Consultation on the
vision and emerging themes is being held between 27 February 2017 and 10 April 2017.
This will also involve a call for sites to inform the preparation of strategic allocations.
At the time this position statement was prepared it was not clear how the recentlypublished Housing White Paper22 would affect the Greater Exeter Strategic Plan, although it
clearly has the potential to strengthen its rationale as we seek to plan more
comprehensively and deliver more ambitiously across a sub-regional housing and economic
area.

Operational Alignment - Designing for Growth
While much of the enablement and encouragement for growth can be facilitated by
providing the right ‘policy environment’ for it to flourish, inevitably there are structural
changes within the organisation that can be made to increase the likelihood of these
ambitions being achieved.
Further details on the organisational and cultural changes being pursued can be found in the
section
on
‘
22

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fixing-our-broken-housing-market
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Organisational Leadership & Governance’; however these are being supported by bringing
external influences to bear in order to demonstrate the value and worth of change, and to
learn explicitly from these in order to ensure we are as efficient as we can be within our
processes, in order to provide a solid foundation for our growth offer.
Immediately upon arriving in post, the Chief Executive was asked by the council’s scrutiny
committee to review the planning service; a review that was subsequently undertaken with
findings being presented back to the committee three months later, complete with eleven
recommendations for improvement23. A further report was taken in October 2016 outlining
the progress that had been made24, with recommendations on operational, structural and
procedural changes. These formed one of the key pieces of evidence informing the
restructuring (merging) of the Planning & Regeneration, and Economy teams. This has been
the subject of three informal discussion sessions with all staff involved; hearing their
thoughts and taking on board their ideas, with an official consultation due to start shortly.
In addition to changing the structure of the business to better align to the needs and
challenges of growth, the council has also taken a number of other steps to ensure that it is
delivering in the most effective and efficient way. In April 2016 the Chief Executive
approached the LGA through their ‘Productivity Expert’ programme with a view to bidding
for funds to ‘deep dive’ into the council’s planning function in order to achieve 10%
efficiency savings. This was secured in May 2016, with the council hosting a visit from an
LGA-approved ‘expert’ (an experienced Head of Planning from an authority in a different
region) in autumn. This external review has made a number of recommendations (the
review will be going to cabinet and planning committee shortly, but is not yet in the public
domain), however the below extract from the Executive Summary indicates that, while
there is much good practice in place, there is still scope for learning and improvement.
An appetite for change and improvement was evident in the discussions held with staff and it should be noted that the
service has a good number of effective systems in place which reflect what a modern planning service should be. From
this point of view no significant flaws in the service were identified and the recommendations represent a series of
incremental improvements and changes rather than radical service redesign.
The planning service plays a key role in delivering growth which brings with it business rates and council tax income as
well has the provision of homes and employment. Therefore it is important that a fit for purpose service is provided and
that staff and members understand the significance of their respective roles.

In addition to systems and structural redesign, consideration has also been given to
bolstering the financial capacity of the service. In the short-term the council has been
successful securing capacity funding from the HCA in order to keep up momentum on the
delivery of our strategic sites, where the district suffers from the lethargic pace of some
developers (as demonstrated in the graph illustrating build-out rates in ‘Homes’). This has
been supported by efforts to reduce the net subsidy of the service by the taxpayer, and
ensure that more of the costs are borne directly by developers/applicants. To this end the
council introduced a fee to cover the costs of monitoring developer legal agreements in
January 2017, and welcomes the announcement in the Housing White Paper25 to allow
councils to increase planning fees by 20% from July.
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https://democracy.middevon.gov.uk/documents/s5630/Scrutiny%20230516%20Planning%20and%20Enforce
Enfo%20Improvement%20Report%20Final.pdf
24
https://democracy.middevon.gov.uk/documents/s6694/Scrutiny%20101016%20Planning%20Update%20Rep
ort.pdf
25
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fixing-our-broken-housing-market
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Finance and Viability
Overview since 2010/11
Since the beginning of the government’s well-documented austerity programme the council
has seen a reduction in its Revenue Support Grant of circa £3.2m and other funding cuts to
various service grants of £0.6m per annum. To put this sum into context, our RSG was £6.2m
in 2010/11 and the General Fund revenue budget is currently £8.6m in 2016/17.
In order to continue to provide a wide range of quality services we have had to reduce our
headcount by around 40 FTEs, as well as looking to more commercial ventures to provide a
balanced position that is sustainable in the longer-term. These have included:
 Leisure centre expansions targeted to deliver a break-even position by 2019/20
 Commercial property acquisition
 New investment with the CCLA
 Rented out a large part of Phoenix House to DWP and co-located services for
customers
 Making significant changes to our Refuse/Recycling collection service, which now
includes a charged for garden waste service with over 8,400 customers, and a shared
savings agreement with Devon County Council; resulting in an increased recycling
rate (up 4%) and lowered its operational cost by over £0.5m
 Working closely with town and parish councils to help with the provision of a range
of services
 Working in partnership with a number of neighbouring councils on Building Control,
Spatial Planning and Economic Development

Medium Term Financial Planning 26
Every year before the formal budget setting process begins, an annual Medium Term
Financial Plan (MTFP) is produced for the General Fund, Housing Revenue Account and the
Capital Programme. This report shows a 4 year financial forecast for the three areas, based
on a number of estimates, using professional advice, government funding predictions and
planned service changes (including a review of all fees/charges to be levied). Prior to the
MTFP being produced, the Director of Finance, Assets & Resources meets with all
operational managers to assess how savings of 10-20% of core budget could be delivered,
which includes a review of the impact this would have on the service. This exercise forms a
valuable tool in enabling the council to prioritise and set budgets for the future.
The overall summary from the MTFP showed a budget gap of £1m on the General Fund, a
balanced HRA (but with a much reduced delivery programme due to the 4 year government
rent reduction legislation) and a fully funded capital programme. However this required
significant contributions from New Homes Bonus which has been recently (approximately)
halved by central government due to the introduction of the 0.4% ‘baseline’ of housing
growth being assumed across all councils.
The MTFP also updates members and residents on the level of financial balances/reserves
held to mitigate against future pressures and uncertainties. At the start of 2016/17 the
council was in a relatively healthy financial position, with the following balances: GF £2.2m,
HRA £2.0m and a capital contingency fund of £2.2m (including £1.6 NHB).
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https://democracy.middevon.gov.uk/documents/s6803/MTFS%20Report%20%20App%201.pdf
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It is important to note that as part of our ongoing funding strategy we have refrained from
using significant amounts of NHB to underpin revenue budgets due to the fact that this
funding source was never guaranteed over the longer term.

Regular Financial Updates
Each month the Cabinet receives financial monitoring reports27, which also go to all four of
our Policy Development Groups, in order to ensure the council is updated with accurate
financial forecasts of all services areas. It also focuses on salary spend and all of our major
income sources. Regular briefing and updating of members is necessary due to the
increased volatility in a number of council budgets, some which are affected by changes in
the economy (e.g. planning, leisure fees and income from commercial rents) and others
which are impacted by government changes (e.g. the introduction of Universal Credit, the
Council Tax Reduction scheme and most majorly the localisation of business rates and the
changes to NHB funding). In addition the council increasingly has to consider the upfront
costs of unlocking major development sites in the District in order to see delivery in the
medium term.

The Financial Future
The introduction of a fixed 4 year funding settlement now enables councils to plan with a
greater degree of certainty; however this “certainty” confirmed the complete removal of
RSG by 2019/20. Coupled to this, we have recently received confirmation that NHB will be
virtually cut in half by 2018/19 (this will see the council lose circa £0.8m per annum) and we
are still awaiting direction on how/when 100% business rates localisation will be
implemented. In addition to these funding uncertainties we still have to deliver the full
implementation of Universal Credit, provide upfront infrastructure funding of some of our
strategic housing and commercial sites, take on extra risk of spend-to-save projects (Exe
Valley Leisure Centre extension) and explore more commercial ventures - we are looking to
have a property Special Purpose Vehicle set up by April 2017.
Since 2010/11 the council has demonstrated an excellent “track record” of delivering major
savings, whilst keeping council tax increases to a minimum (frozen between 2010/11 to
2015/16) and continued to provide high quality services. However, like many councils it is
now having to explore harder choices in what it can provide moving forward and is having to
embrace more commercial risk. Members and residents will be engaged in helping to shape
the future of all council services and we are already planning a change to our budget setting
process which will commence in the Spring of 2017.

Financial Summary
In summary the future is uncertain. However, the council is in a strong position with a
reasonable level of reserves, has a good “track record” of delivering savings, has successfully
introduced more commercial aspects to its service delivery and has an exciting programme
of further changes ahead (e.g. Premier Inn, J27 and other major housing developments,
disposal/sale of surplus property assets, large leisure centre extension, make more services
“digital by default”, setting up a property SPV, regeneration programme for Tiverton Town
Centre, closer partnering with other councils, etc.). We must now clearly focus and prioritise
27
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where scarce financial resources are allocated and only invest in new activities after careful
option appraisal and risk assessment that add further value to our existing portfolio.
We will continue to keep a watching brief on how and when the government plans to
introduce 100% business rate retention which, from 2019/20 onwards, will form a major
source of our overall funding envelope. Further legislation, such as the recent Housing
White Paper will introduce new challenges and opportunities that we must ensure we
maximise any future potential from.
It remains clear that the future will be challenging, but the council is in a strong financial
position and has recently been singled out as delivering best practice by its external auditors
for the early closing of its annual accounts.
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Organisational Leadership & Governance
A great deal of thought and reflection has gone on within the Leadership Team and via
conversations with both the Cabinet and staff on the importance of leadership for Mid
Devon going forward and what it actually means in terms of skillsets, capacity and function.
The Leadership Team is a young one; the Chief Executive joining the council in February
2016 inheriting a management team of seven Heads of Service. Whilst this functioned
reasonably well operationally, it did not provide much in the way of strategic thought or
leadership. A review was undertaken by the Chief Executive resulting in a new structure of
three Director roles of:
 Finance, Assets & Resources,
 Corporate Affairs & Business Transformation
 Operations
This came into effect on 1 September 2016. A fourth Director role, focusing on Growth
(with responsibility for planning and economy functions) has been taken as a dual role by
the Chief Executive. The role of Director of Operations was recruited externally, with the
appointee taking up the role on 1 March 2017. This has resulted in progress being slower
than wished for, however the direction of travel has been set and this will be accelerated
with the full leadership team being in post.
There were some initial areas of concern which required some swift action to be taken; this
was in respect of governance and legal provision for the council. One of the previous Heads
of Service acted as the council’s Monitoring Officer and with their departure at the end of
October 2016, plus an ongoing standards issue, immediate action needed to be taken.
In September and October 2016 it became apparent that there were some key concerns
with the Constitution, and the procedure of dealing with Monitoring Officer complaints. As a
result of questions being raised over matters of governance (despite reassurances from the
council’s then Monitoring Officer), the Chief Executive contacted the Local Government
Association to seek some support from an external party. This resulted in contact being
made with a Monitoring Officer from another authority, who agreed to undertake a review
of all the relevant documentation and processes to ensure compliance with the legislation.
This review took place in December and a report was taken to the Standards Committee on
25 January recommending the necessary changes which were agreed and recommended to
full council on 22 February 2017.
In addition, a new Monitoring Officer and two new Independent Persons were appointed in
December 2016; the IP’s taking up post immediately and the Monitoring Officer
commencing on 10 April. (This has resulted in the Director of Corporate Affairs & Business
Transformation acting as the Monitoring Officer in the interim period.)
There have also been changes to the Legal team, with the appointment of a new Monitoring
Officer, who is also a solicitor, it was decided that a better more coherent service could be
provided with a new structure in Legal. A review, consultation and subsequent new
structure has been put in place, which will come into effect on 1 April. This is a flatter
structure which is in line with the overall view of the Leadership Team to revise our officer
hierarchy around distinct levels of accountability and responsibility.
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The Leadership Team reviewed the structure of the council fairly early on and concluded
that there was little consistency and form, with some areas suffering significantly from the
legacy of gaps ‘where they had fallen’ as a result of previous savings decisions. The design
philosophy to simplify the structure over the next one to two years is as per the below:

There is a Senior Officer Forum (SOF) which currently consists of a mixture of operational
managers, team leaders, and some staff who manage a function only with limited
responsibility for people/staff. The Leadership Team intend to redesign this grouping to
have a smaller group of more senior managers who manage several functions in order to
ensure that communication and feedback loops with the ‘management’ of the council is as
effective as possible. Currently this new design structure has been successfully embedded in
HR and will shortly be introduced in Legal and Finance. This new structure will enable staff,
members and our customers to know who is responsible for which area – improving
transparency and accountability.
Finally, one of the bigger organisational changes taking place at the moment is the
amalgamation of the council’s planning, economy and regeneration functions. As outlined in
the earlier section on ‘Growth’, it is vital that the council transforms itself to be both
responsive to the needs of the growth agenda and industry/sector needs, but also to
configure itself to adopt a more interventionist role by way of securing growth rather than
simply planning for it. This has a key theme of the Chief Executive’s vision, and was one of
the driving reasons behind retaining oversight of this part of the business as the Director of
Growth.
The council membership is also a strong influencer of leadership and modelled behaviours;
the council gained the Member Development Charter in 2014 and is being reassessed in
April 2017 (this evidence will be shared with the peer team as part of the review). The
recent focus on standards matters has reignited members’ appetite for understanding,
notably around transparency and openness in decision making. Regular briefing sessions are
held for members and there is a culture of learning and support through the council
(members and officers) which is taken seriously and much appreciated amongst Members.
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Communication & Values
The council employs around 600 staff (circa 415 ftes), based largely across three sites within
the district; Carlu Close Waste and Recycling operation, Old Road Housing depot, and our
administrative base at Phoenix House, Tiverton. Interaction with staff is vital and the Chief
Executive and two Directors held three ‘question and answer’ sessions at different venues in
October 2016, with all staff being given the opportunity to attend and ask whatever they
wished. These were well attended, the first one being very successful but with mixed results
from the latter meetings. For those staff who could not attend, all the questions/answers
were recorded and put onto the intranet so that they could be viewed by everyone. These
sessions will be held on a six monthly basis and it is envisaged will become part of the
internal communication process of the council.
Other channels for internal communication include:
•
Weekly staff newsletter (The Link)
•
Weekly column by the Chief Executive
•
Learning & Development newsletter
•
Health & Safety newsletter
•
Staff survey
•
Staff briefings with Leadership Team
•
WIS weekly newsletter for Members
•
Senior Officer Forum (monthly)
•
Core Brief (monthly update for all staff following senior officer forum)
•
Use of a corporate Facebook and Twitter accounts (plus the Chief Executive tweets
in a personal capacity)
•
Face-to-face & team-based communication including regular 1:1s, team meetings
and appraisal discussions (see ‘staff charter’ below)
Change is constant and regular/effective communication is absolutely essential; we are
continuing to explore new ways of interacting although we recognise that not all of our
staff, members or customers have access to all digital channels.
The Leadership Team has also crystallised a set of values which have been published and are
a guide to inform expectations in delivery, service and ethos. This model has been
promoted across the council. They are:
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Staff Engagement
Staff Charter
A staff charter is being developed which will encompass what a member of staff can expect
from the council and what the council expects from their staff.
Common Purpose
To enable staff to achieve their full potential during their time at the Council and use their
skills to develop and progress, helped by agreed goals and objectives.
Communication and Involvement
To know that what staff say or do will be positively acted
upon, that they are informed about the developments of
the council and are consulted on any plans or decisions that
may affect them.
Equality and Diversity
To be protected against discrimination and know that
appropriate procedures are provided to identify and handle
any issues that may develop. Opportunity for all is promoted
and the chance for an individual to achieve their potential is
offered.
Health, Welfare and Support
To promote the health and wellbeing of all individuals.
Opportunity for Learning and Development
To encourage individuals to expand their knowledge, skills
and abilities and apply the competencies they have gained.
Staff Survey
A staff survey was undertaken at the end of December and the headline results have been
shared with the staff via The Link, (weekly staff magazine). This shows that the staff are
positive and engaged about the council, and that there is significant strength on which to
build.

However, whilst the overall results have been excellent there are some areas of concern, for
example the lack of response from Waste & Recycling and Leisure. Focus groups are being
set up in the areas where some further information is required and will be run in
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conjunction with Unison. In this way a “drilling down” of issues and what staff would like to
see happen as a result can be collated and put into an action plan.

The Leadership Team meets with the Cabinet on an informal basis every month to discuss all
matters and other senior officers are included in this meeting if they need to feedback on
specific issues. There is an ongoing dialogue with members, and the Chief Executive meets
with Group Leaders on a regular basis. However, the staff survey indicates there is more to
do on improving the relationship between officers and members. This is an area that is
currently being explored with a view to improving both the actual and perceived
relationship between officers and members.
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Capacity, Transformation and Culture
An area of reflection has been the capacity and skill levels of the management cohort within
the council. In order to address this, a-five day programme was held over several months
which all managers were mandated to attend. This included the Leadership Team. The
training was run in order to establish a baseline of expectation for all those who manage
staff, and reflected the staff charter in that it established a clear understanding of
requirements. This will now be run on a regular basis so all new managers have the same
understanding of our commitment to supporting and enabling staff.
An ‘aspiring managers’ programme is also being developed in order to grow the next wave
of managers and future leaders for local government. Like many industries, we have an
ageing workforce and a significant skills shortage in certain areas. As such, this programme
will be a mixture of courses, shadowing, and opportunities for development and will also
include an overarching project which must be something of benefit to the council. It is
envisaged that this will be launched in the Spring of 2017 and offered annually to a number
of staff.
The council is in the process of undertaking a skills audit across the organisation; this is
being done in conjunction with South West Councils28. The reasoning behind this is to get
an understanding of the skills we have in the organisation, to better utilise those skills and
to give a picture of any gaps there might be. Another outcome is the use of skilled
individuals within the council to deliver in-house training. Individuals identified with
requisite skills can then be offered “train the trainer” training so that we can get full return
on investment from previous training undertaken. The council has a very well established
coaching set up and the coaches have been instrumental in assisting with personal
development for a wide range of colleagues.

Wellbeing Project
As part of the council’s objective of improving the health and wellbeing of our employees,
we are benchmarking ourselves against both the standards set out in the Wellbeing Charter
and the principals set out in the Mindful Employer Charter29.
There will be two approaches to this project which will be led by the Human Resources
team. The first of these is to improve the skills, knowledge and expertise of the team in
identifying and supporting colleagues who may be feeling under stress or may have other
mental health conditions. The second course of action will be to benchmark ourselves
against the Wellbeing Charter and develop and implement an action plan to overcome any
shortfalls through employee focus groups.

Culture and its role in Transformative Change
Over the last few years business transformation at the council has been largely in the area
of channel shift and technological/IT changes, however it is now recognised that work will
need to commence on delivering in different ways as well as different ways of working, i.e.
exploring homeworking and more agile working that new digital technology enables. This
will require a cultural shift both in terms of staff and members, but has the potential to be a

28
29

http://www.swcouncils.gov.uk
http://www.mindfulemployer.net/charter/
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useful benefit for staff who increasingly seek flexibility around how they deliver their role
(as survey results illustrate).

The Director of Corporate Affairs & Business Transformation is currently working with a
small working party of members looking at partnership working and examining different
approaches. A visit to South Hams Council is taking place shortly to review the changes it
has made in order to explore the benefits and challenges that come with such a
transformative change to models of working.
There have been, over the last few years, various projects looking at digital transformation
which effectively have been put on hold within the last year. This is due to the realisation
by the Leadership Team that the direction of the council is not just a digital one but will
encompass changes in working practices aided by technology, not the other way around.
The council’s ICT team is critical to this enablement and is keen to ensure that there are the
necessary skills in the right areas to facilitate this vital support function.
As shown in the staff charter and the values discussed previously “behaviours and attitudes”
are seen by the Leadership Team as an important area. Demonstrating the right behaviours
and attitudes is vital in a local authority providing services to the public. This theme is
supported in the use of a competency framework which is used by managers to
demonstrate to staff where changes need to occur and the levels required. Part of changing
the culture of an organisation is securing the need for flexibility and acceptance of change.
Through the management training mentioned previously it is envisaged that barriers will
start to be broken down by use of a consistent approach, use of positive language and a
shared understanding of what the council as an employer expects.

Communication
Leading & Developing
Service Delivery
Working with Others
Workplace Coaching*
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Summary
This position statement provides an overview of the organisation at the current point in
time. As has been highlighted, since the adoption of a new corporate plan and the
appointment of a new Chief Executive, there have been some significant changes. New
achievements, new service delivery models and new partnerships. With new hurdles to
overcome, new targets to surpass, and new challenges to meet.
To some extent, while the council is setting off and taking positive steps on an ambitious
new trajectory, there is a greater benefit to be gained from welcoming this peer review at
this precise point in order to learn from others’ experience and best practice. The council
has yet to finalise its stance on many of the key issues facing it over the next few years, but
there is a determined philosophy to maximise the role, reach and influence of the council in
securing positive outcomes for Mid Devon.
Now is the time to reflect on our strengths and build upon them. Now is the time to identify
our weaknesses and confront them. Now is the time to take the potential of Mid Devon and
plot our journey forward – and this peer review will be a vital reference point against which
to set our compass.

Stephen Walford
Chief Executive & Director of Growth
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